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putting into the gasoline. 3- A brush or cloth must be used 
to clean parts that cannot be rubbed. 4. Thorough washing and 

thorough rinsing, especially if soap is used, is necessary.
Dry in the open

more
(One would not use in water for washing). 5. 
air or in a draft. Heat will remove all trace of odor—never go 

flame. 6. Some material needs light pressing. W hite 
kid needs extra treating. Gloves are most easily cleaned on the 
hands or use a wooden spoon to press out the fingers. After rinsing 
dry—after drying use French chalk, (a) to improve color, (b) 
To give a gloss which prevents them soiling so readily, (c) to 
soften the leather. N.B. Any good toilet soap may be used with 
gasoline to take out perspiration stains—not necessary to buy a 
dry cleaning soap. Pure curd soap is best. Easiest used by 
putting in a solution of gasoline. W hatever you use for dry clean
ing must be as free from water as possible. When soap is used 
with gasoline, you must rinse it out thoroughly or it will leave 
a mark.
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Tinting with gasoline and oil paints. Gloves, laces, etc., 
be tinted by dissolving a little oil paint in gasoline.can

TO TAKE OUT STAINS

Always put a folded cloth underneath to absorb the gas. 
(a) To prevent it from spreading, (b ) To prevent ring forming. 
On white or very light goods spread 1'rench chalk or cornstarch 
liberally about the stain. This scatters the moisture and does not 
allow it to dry in lines. If the gasoline spreads in dark goods 
brush the lines made by wet, and dry, not allowing it to dry in a 
set line. GREASE—Clean by putting French chalk on and 
leaving in a warm place. (Heat gasoline to prevent ring). TR. 
CLEANED -rubbing chalk well into the goods and leaving a 
warm place. SHOE BLACKING—Tar oil on skirts should have 
lard rubbed in, then w'ash in gasoline.

TO CLEAN FURS

Light furs are best cleaned by rubbing into them hot flour or 
cornstarch or rice. Ermine, etc. Rub the hot flour well in, 
using a brush for very much soiled parts. Leave in oyer night 

Very dirty furs may be cleaned inif possible, then shake out.
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